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• InnoEnergy presented to Brussels decision-makers the NorthVolt project, 
aiming at building a fully European Gigafactory in the EU

• During these discussions, the European Commission took note of the 
expertise that InnoEnergy has developed on batteries and storage at large
(for mobility and stationary applications) and that InnoEnergy had a lot of
assets in that sector (21 in its portfolio, addition of Innovation Projects and 
start-ups).

InnoEnergys assets in storage (projects and startups)INSIGHT_E Reports Nov 2014  and Dec 2015
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What needs to be done to make Europe a winner in batteries ?
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First High-Level Workshop September 14, 2017 

Raw 
materials

Active 
Materials

Battery 
Cell

Battery 
Pack

Recycling
/2nd life

Applications

E-mobility

ESS

Ind. applications

BOLIDEN (SE) BASF (DE) NORTHVOLT 
(SE) 

SAFT/TOTAL 
(FR)

BVES (DE)

NISSAN (FR)

SONNEN (DE)

ATLAS COPCO (SE)

UMICORE (BE)

Value chain approach
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From 550 $ / kWh to 209 $ / kWh ( - 62 % )

Dramatic price drop in batteries drives market
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EBA@250

The birth of EBA@250
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EU Battery Alliance, Brussels, October 11th 2017

Matthias Machnig, German State Secretary, Federal 
Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy

Brune Poirson, French Minister of State, attached to the 
Ministre d'Etat, Minister for the Ecological and Inclusive 
Transition

Jadwiga Emilewicz, Polish Deputy Minister of Economic 
Development

Maroš Šefčovič, European Commission Vice-President in 
charge of the Energy Union.

“The lack of a domestic, European cell manufacturing base jeopardises the position of EU industrial 
customers because of the security of the supply chain, increased costs due to transportation, time 
delays, weaker quality control or limitations on the design”, the Commission Vice-President said.

“So, we need to act fast – and collectively – to overcome this competitive disadvantage and 
capitalise on our leadership in many sectors of the battery value chain, from materials to system 
integration and recycling.”
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Policy-makers cannot predict the future, but we can greatly influence it. We can 
create the best conditions for a battery value chain to develop in Europe.

EU Battery Alliance, Brussels, October 11th 2017
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Innoenergy’s role in the EU Battery Alliance

• Providing background data

• Establishing a meeting place for Key Industrial Players along the entire 
value chain

• Support establishment of an European Battery eco-system

• Collect and formulate key questions, recommendations and actions
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EBA@250, the EIT InnoEnergy workstream 
within the EU Battery Alliance- Design Phase 
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Step 2: Work by each cluster on decisions
and actions 

• Consolidation of initital
recommendations.

• Clustering/Grouping

• Presentation of
prosposed strategic
recommendations and 
actions

November

December

January/
February

Mid-
February

March

Step 4: Action Plan delivered to Vice-
President Šefčovič

Step 3: Second workshop 30th of January

Step1: First workshop, 19th of December

Follow-up

Schematic relation between the European Battery Alliance streams

EBA@250 Workstream led by EIT InnoEnergy
Workstream led by DG 

Grow

• Details, action plan per 
recommendation. 
Driven by clusters.

• Confirmation of
recommendations and 
action plans

Europe’s compilation of actions needed to capture the upcoming 250B€/year, 2025 onwards

Continuous Interaction

M
eeting w

ith
cellm

anufacturers

M
eeting w

ith
M

em
berStates

O
thertopics?

Other ongoing inititatives
within the Commission 

on batteries

DG
 RTD: European

Battery CellR&
I  

W
orkshop

DG
 Connect: Call for FET Flagships
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First EBA@250 meeting, December 2017 with 
stakeholders capturing the entire value value chain

Raw materials Active Materials Battery Cell Battery Pack Recycling/2nd lifeApplications

E-mobility

ESS

Ind. applications

Research and associations active in all 
parts of the value chain

Eramet

Outotec

Leading Edge Materials

EIT Raw Materials

Fraunhofer

SGL Carbon SE

NXP Semiconductors 

Arkema

BASF

Nanomakers

Liacon

Northvolt

CustomCells

Terra E

EAS Batteries

Leclanché

Varta

Litarion GmbH

LION E-Mobility

Continental

Blue Solutions 

EBRA

SOLVAY 

UMiCORE

NISSAN (FR) 

VOLVO

Peugeot-Citroën

BMW

Jaguar-Landrover

RENAULT

VOLKSWAGEN

Elring-Klinger

Manz

Atlas Copco

EDF

ENEL

CEA T&E (Transport and 
Environment) EASE EUROBAT EMIRI
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Raw materials Active Materials Battery Cells and Battery Packs Recycling/2nd lifeApplications

E-mobility
ESS

Ind. applications

Research and associations 
active in all parts of the 

value chain

EUROMINES

Outotec

Leading Edge Materials

RECHARGE

SGL Carbon SE

NXP Semiconductors 

Arkema

BASF

Blue Solutions (Bolloré)

Liacon

Northvolt

CustomCells

Terra E

EAS Batteries

Leclanché

Varta

Saft

LION E-Mobility

Continental

E4V

EBRA

Solvay

Veolia

NISSAN (FR) 

VOLVO

PSA Groupe

BMW

Jaguar-Landrover

RENAULT

FIAT

Elring-Klinger

Stihl

Manz

Atlas Copco

cyberGRID GmbH

EDF

TERNA

Akkurate OY

EIT Raw Materials Nanomakers Litarion GmbH Akasol UmicoreVOLKSWAGEN ENEL

Eramet

Boliden

Terrafame

SUEZ

BELENOS

CEFIC

Heraeus

Nanomakers KLIB

BMZ -
Batteriemontagezentrum

Sonnen GmbH

Vattenfall

CEPS

HE3DA

Total

Rio Tinto

EoCell Inc

Daimler

Husqvarna

Fraunhofer CEA T&E (Transport 
and Environment) EASE EUROBAT EMIRI Ångström Advanced

Battery CentreENEA ANIE E4V

SET Plan TWG 7

Magnis /Allocate
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2018-2020

Implementation

High Level 
Meeting 

EBA

20
17

Raw 
materials

Active 
Materials

Battery 
Cell

Battery 
Pack

Recycling
/2nd life

Applications

E-mobility

ESS

Ind. applications

BOLIDEN (SE) BASF (DE) NORTHVOLT 
(SE) 

SAFT/TOTAL 
(FR)

BVES (DE)

NISSAN (FR)

SONNEN (DE)

ATLAS COPCO (SE)

UMICORE (BE)

# Objective Recommendations
Priority   (1 
highest-4 
lowest)

1
Securing security of supply of raw materials to 

Europe, at reasonable costs.

Securing (from EU and outside) sustainable and responsible raw material supply chain is key. Establish a 
European raw material pool, set targets for European content and establish a European investment fund. 1

2 Recycling and 2nd life need to be fully integrated from scratch. Set targets for share of recycled material. 2

3
Re-collection mechanism/processes must be developed (e.g., by tax reduction as a share of product cost; 
and establishing recollection services) already for battery use outside automotive and power to stimulate 
the recycling industry since these sectors only will give sufficient stock beyond 2025.

3

4 Ensure sustainability in Battery manufacturing
Declaration of CO2 footprint of batteries will give European industry a competitive and commercial edge 
versus competitors.

4

5
Ensure maximum safety for European citizens 

and create competetive advantage through 
standardization. 

Standardize storage related installations including charging infraustructure, safety rules, active load 
compensation and enable vehicle to grid solutions

1

6
Supporting European Battery manufacturing in 
order not to miss the hockey stick phenomenon 

in market demand (250B€/year in 2025)

Front loading financially, e.g. IPCEI (important projects of common European interest) and/or other 
financial instruments such as tax incentives, the needed investments is a must for not missing the 
demand uptake.

1

7
Accelerate time to market to meet market 

demand and Asian competetors
“Fast track” permitting (environmental, manufacturing, construction) process is crucial for developing an 
European mining, refining and cell manufacturing supply chain.

2

8
The function of batteries and battery systems must be seen pluri-functional, in a context of both power 
and transportation sectors.

3

9
We must not ignore batteries for industrial vehicles (yellow machines where Europe is leader) and 
busses, which adds to the total transport related CO2 emissions .

2

10
Reshape grid planning process to become more 

sustainable and cost effective. 
Incentivize storage as alternative to conventional grid reinforcement.

3

11
Boosting and sustaining the development of e-

mobility. 
Sustain incentivization of electric vehicles including working machines.

3

12 For ESS, regulation (or absence of it) enabling of right business models is crucial. 2

13
Establish regulations that incentivize power based tariffs and allow storage owners on all levels in the 
system.

3

14
Develop and strengthen skilled workforce in all 

parts of the value chain
Sufficient and key human capital skills are missing in Europe especially on applied process design. 
Lighthouse projects for cell manufacturing will attract worldwide talent.

3

15

Constant incremental (Lithium ion) and disruptive (e.g. solid state) R&I connected to industrial ecosystem 
in all the steps of the value chain (advanced materials, new chemistries, advanced manufacturing 
process, BMS, recycling, business model innovations) will create competitive advantage.

2

16
Conduct advanced research in battery chemistry, battery systems, manufacturing, recycling and increase 
university output in these areas.

2

17
 Create the best impact oriented innovation 

ecosystem for electrochemical storage

Create and operate a dedicated ecosystem for mining, refining and recycling related to batteries within 
EU, encouraging cross-functional initiatives between academia, research, industry, entrepeneurs and 
financial community.

4

18 Involve the EU citizens in the journey. 

At the end of the supply chain there is always a B2C transaction. Public efforts (education in schools, role 
modelling, …) should be spent on citizen  awareness of the whole valuechain, so there is a societal 
appropriation from the start. Fighting for keeping the supply chain in Europe will definitely help to bridge 
the gap citizen-politics.

2

Ensure effective use of limited raw materials 
and sustainablity in production through circular 

economy.

Create and support new markets for Batteries 
in order to support sustainable solutions for 
power, transportation and industry sectors 
whuch is in line with EU climate goals and 

Enable integration of ESS on all levels of power 
system including behind the meter. 

 Grow the European R&D&I capacity. Make 
Europe attractive for world class experts and 

create competent workforce.   

18 recommendations
to harvest the 250B€

Seminar EPSC/InnoEnergy

Raw materials Active Materials Battery Cell Battery Pack Recycling/2nd lifeApplications

E-mobility

ESS

Ind. applications

Research and associations active in all 
parts of the value chain

Eramet

Outotec

Leading Edge Materials

EIT Raw Materials

Fraunhofer

SGL Carbon SE

NXP Semiconductors 

Arkema

BASF

Nanomakers

Liacon

Northvolt

CustomCells

Terra E

EAS Batteries

Leclanché

Varta

Litarion GmbH

LION E-Mobility

Continental

Blue Solutions 

EBRA

SOLVAY 

UMiCORE

NISSAN (FR) 

VOLVO

Peugeot-Citroën

BMW

Jaguar-Landrover

RENAULT

VOLKSWAGEN

Elring-Klinger

Manz

Atlas Copco

EDF

ENEL

CEA T&E (Transport and 
Environment) EASE EUROBAT EMIRI

Objective Recommendations Actions

Securing security of supply of raw materials to Europe, at reasonable costs.

1. Secure access to raw materials from resource rich countries outside the EU

1a. Support secure access to raw materials through diplomacy and strategic investments: support 
EPRM field actions; develop and stretch trade agreements (e.g. Canada; Democratic Republic of 
Congo)

1b. Build European alliances between industries from different parts of the value chain and politics to 
boost mining and intermediate product production in EU: access to capital, risk sharing, off-take 
agreements, better definition of materials demand, European investment fund.
1c. Encourage the application of the same compliance rules to foreign battery products imported to 
Europe as applied to European products 

2. Facilitate the expansion/creation of European sources of raw materials
2a. Map geological and urban sources, including national interests today and potential scenarios – and 
possible actions to take from a European and National perspectives

2b. Streamline application process for opening of new mines

3. Secure access to secondary raw materials through recycling in a Circular Economy of Batteries

3a. Circular Economy: promote and ensure the recycling and second life of batteries through 
regulation and demonstration projects. This will improve the total cost of ownership. 

3b. Improve regulatory issues and align with strategic objectives: Battery Directive, Energy Union, 
REACH, Critical Raw Materials, Mobility Package, Permitting, Transport Regulatiojns

Make Europe the global leader in sustainable battery technology and build a battery recycling industry 
in Europe

4. Support the growth of a cell manufacturing industry that comes with the smallest environmental 
footprint possible. This will provide a key competitive and commercial edge versus competitors.

4a. Develop a standardised EU life cycle assessment scheme. Clear guidlines for calculation of carbon 
footprint for the product including the full life time assessment and set targets for the production of 
the products that can be controlled and reported. *

4b. Certification/labelling of batteries made in Europe. Use the declaration as a tool in trade 
agreements / tax treatment with non-EU battery providers

4c. Reduce CO2 footprint of advanced battery materials making and cell manufacturing by securing 
access to renewable Energy (support a European Energy Union)

4d. Require transparency on lifecycle CO2 footprint on all transport technologies

5. Create and operate a dedicated ecosystem for mining, refining, dismantling, 2nd life and recycling 
related to batteries within EU, encouraging cross-functional initiatives between academia, research, 
industry, entrepeneurs and financial community. 

5a. Invest in R&D and pilot plants to take the technology lead in recycling

5b. Establish a clearing house for battery recycling

5c. Strengthen all currently existing battery collection systems

Support European Battery manufacturing in order not to miss the hockey stick phenomenon in market 
demand (250B€/year in 2025)

6. Ensure the availability of high quality and high-performance cells for European industries to 
maintain the competitiveness of several European industries.

6a. Highlight cell manufacturing as a strategic industry for the hight-tech area Europe.

6b. Investigate how and what tax incentives help establish cell manufacturing in Europe

6c. Generate and secure European IP to avoid that we become licensees of Asian know-how.

7. Front loading financially, e.g. IPCEI (important projects of common European interest) and/or other 
financial instruments such as tax incentives, the needed investments is a must for not missing the 
demand uptake.

7a. Investigate direct funding possibilities for cell manufacturers
7b. Define criteria for IPCEI projects for cell manufacturing. 

7c. Build funding bridges to start production to convince first customers

7d. Increase margins by stronger up- and downstream integration of cell manufacturers 

8. Accelerate time to market to meet market demand and international competitors

8a. Standardize and simplify approval procedures. “Fast track” permitting (environmental, 
manufacturing, construction) process is crucial for developing an European cell manufacturing supply 
chain.

8b. Investigate how investment risk sharing between companies along the value chain, EU and 
member states can help establish cell manufacturing

Create and support new markets for batteries in order to support sustainable solutions for power, 
transportation and industry sectors in line with EU climate goals and winter package.  

9. Increase the demand for e-mobility solutions including "yellow machines"?

9a. Set clear targets for charging infrastructure for homes as well as along freeways. Provide 
incentives for building charging infrastructure
9b. Consistent incentive schemes for EV:s emissions in consideration 
9c. Use public procurement to support e-mobility solutions
9d. Use “soft” incentives such as use of public lanes and free parking
9e. Develop and apply emission rules for “yellow machines”
9f. Lower VAT for e-taxis

9g. (Establish a common infracstructure for fast charging electric vehicles)

10. The function of batteries and battery systems must be seen pluri-functional, in a context of both 
power and transportation sectors. For ESS, regulation (or absence of it) enabling of right business 
models is crucial.

10a. Develop an integral plan for interaction between the power system and transportation sector. 
How can EV batteries support grid infrastructure and allow high penetration of EV charging. Include 
V2G and ESS in grid planning

10b. Establish a transparent data hub for use data for e-vehicles (compare best practice data hub 
metering data electricity customer)

11. Incentivize storage as alternative to conventional grid reinforcement.
11a. Integrate battery storage options in grid planning exercises, such as the Ten-Year Network 
Development plan.

11b. Include storage in resource planning (addressing security of supply)- best practice USA  

12. Establish regulations that incentivize power based tariffs and allow storage owners on all levels in 
the system. 12a. Allow batteries to participate in ancillary power market

Grow the European R&I capacity. Develop and strengthen skilled workforce in all parts of the value 
chain and make Europe attractive for world class experts. 

13. Create competitive advantage with constant incremental (e.g. Lithium ion) and disruptive (e.g. 
solid state) R&I connected to the industrial ecosystem in all the steps of the value chain (advanced 
materials, new chemistries, advanced manufacturing process, BMS, recycling, business model 
innovations).

13a. Reach TRL 7 in 2023 on Generation 3b (advanced lithium-ion technologies with liquid electrolyte) 
for e-mobility. **

13b. Reach TRL 7  on Generation 4 (all-solid-state lithium-ion technologies, e.g., with polymer or 
ceramic electrolyte) for e-mobility in 2023 by concentrating R&I efforts on this strategic topic. **

14. Conduct advanced research in battery chemistry, battery systems, manufacturing, recycling and 
increase university output in these areas by involvement of industrial stakeholders.

14a. R&I calls need to be more focused, prescriptive, and the efforts should be sustained over long 
periods. Industry should be involved in the definition of the calls.

14b. Establish a technology board within the EU Battery Alliance, to detail and update the roadmaps 
and the R&I orientations, and manage the project portfolio (R&I project portfolio management).

15. Sufficient and key human capital skills are missing in Europe especially on applied process design. 
Lighthouse projects for cell manufacturing will attract worldwide talent.

15a. Implementing (in the short term) a large manufacturing capacity for cell production will have a 
significant spill over effect on the workforce: it will be one of the most efficient way to prepare the 
workforce and develop the skills in Europe (different markets other than e-mobility can be considered 
for those first production lines).

15b. Establish a European open access pilot line network to gain manufaturing experience

15c. Creating a link between the educational network (Master programs in Universities) and the 
European pilot line network, in order to train the students on battery manufacturing.

15d. Build new degree courses in consultation between universities and industries

15e. Stream national and ESF (European Social fund) funds for training professionals to new 
technologies systems and applications

16. Make Europe attractive for world class experts and create competent workforce.   
16a. EU support in working permission applications, arranging / enabling accommodations to the key 
talents and their families coming outside EU. Competitive salaries & other benefits.

16b .Lower income tax for global experts (see Rankkas debattartikel)

Involve (= inform, educate & motivate) the EU citizens in the journey. 

17. At the end of the supply chain there is always a B2C transaction. Public efforts (education in 
schools, role modelling, …) should be spent on citizen  awareness of the whole valuechain, so there is a 
societal appropriation from the start. Fighting for keeping the supply chain in Europe will definitely 
help to bridge the gap citizen-politics.

17a. Involve Industry + Citizens + Policy makers on Use patterns/Re-use & Sustainability

17b. Highlight importance of batteries as a means to meet decarbonization goals.

17c. Launch information campaign on the life cycle benefits of EV:s
17d. Launch information campaign on the benefits of ESS

17e. Ensure consumer involvement by ensuring non-discriminatory access to service providers and 
charging services, in order to encourage consumers to become an active part of the energy system. At 
the same time, regulation related to buildings - e.g. through the EPBD - can remove barriers and 
secure the use of flexilibility solutions where appropriate. 

Ensure maximum safety for European citizens and create competetive advantage through 
standardization. 

18. Standardize storage related installations including charging infraustructure, safety rules, active 
load compensation and enable vehicle to grid solutions

18a. Extended existing standards where needed to enable a standardsation of data exchange on device 
(battery/RTU/control) and system level (management, aggregation, trading).The usage of existing 
standards should be used as much as possible. 

18b. Harmonise charging protocols and billing systems in Europé

18c. Develop fit-for purpose performance and safety assesment standards for batteries

49 actionable actions

1st InnoEnergy 
EBA Workshop

Clean Energy 
Industrial Forum

Recommendations/20 Actions 
priorized All legitimized

A thriving ecosystem created

1
1,2,3,15,16,18

t.b.d.
1
2
6

24
t.b.d.

1 Action (description)

2
Objectives (What for? )
Impact we want to achieve 

ESS
e-mobility
Industrial

Winners

Loosers

6 KPI to monitor progress

More costs

More 
benefits

8 Existing Best Practices

9
Interaction with citizen (to 
bring them on board since 

day 1)

10
Planning to implement the 

action (initial)

Feasibility (1-easy; 5-Difficult)

Who implements?

Recycling/2nd life

New player

Code
Recommendations it contributes to

Linked to actions #
Priority (1-Highest; 3 lowest)

Time to design (months)
Time to delivery (months)

Linked to actions #
Battery and cell manufacturing enabling subsequent recycling: Recycling and cell/pack  manufacturers interact to adapt (if business 
case flies) the assembly so separation for recycling is more optimal (thus at lesser cost and decreased cost for raw materials). 
Needs a LCA end to end analysis. Clearing house for addressing the “lead times”?
1. Increase the independence of the EU in Raw Materials supply
2. Lower the cost of recycled materials
3. Design, from scratch, a circular economy, as far as raw materials for batteries is concerned

Application

Raw materials
Active Materials

Modules/Pack/BMS

User

Adapt their processses from design to cost and manufacturability to design to cost, and 
manufacturability and de-assembly for recycling. 
Adapt their processses from design to cost and manufacturability to design to cost, and 
manufacturability and de-assembly for recycling.

1. Price of a recycled raw material (full LCA analysis) vs price in the commodity market.

A. EU: (1) Leadership in circular economy in a new industry (batteries), (2) increase independence as far as raw materials supply is 
concerned, (3) develop a recycling industry.
B. EU Consumer: (1) Decrease the volume of waste, (2) protect the environment, (3) decrease the volatility of battery prices

1. Mining companies (that normally want to sell mined raw materials)
2. Cell manufacturers (if they want to export outside EU) because their manufacturing processess will be slightly less competitive 
because the clearing house will not apply at ww level.

3

4

5

Interact with the cell and packs manufacturers so their assembly processess are geared to efficient 
separation of raw materials 
A clearing house at industry level is required to absorb the additional cost when manufacturing cells 
(the process needs to be adpated so instead of design to cost and manufacturability, the cell and 
pack manufacturers design to cost, manufacturability and de-assembly -for recycling-). This extra 
cost will be lower cost for the recycling players, but only 6-7 years downstream until the stock of 
batteries has build sufficient volume; so this lead time needs to be cattered for through a clearing 
house

Impact in the value chain
(if blank then none)

EU-Brussels

Member States

Business

1. Front load the Clearing House, as a financing (not granting):  The extra costs incurred by the cell 
and pack manufacturers need to be compensated, on the year of production, for being returned 6-7 
years down the road through the savings in recycling, and independence of supply.

1. Cell manufacturers, Pack Manufacturers and Recycling actors to define the rules of the game of 
the clearing house.
2. Interaction between the three players for adapting their processess for enabling this circular 
economy.

Cell Manufacturing

1. Design: 6 months, 250K€
2. Implementation: To be developped after presentation to VP (depending on priorities)

Cost Benefit Analysis 
(Initial)

7

1. Manufacturing processess for cells and packs/modules upgraded for enabling more efficient recycling.
2. Cost of the clearing house (financing)

1. Lower dependance from commodity markets
2. Lower TCO in raw materials for batteries
3. Lower cost in recycling

None I am aware of for so long lead times
1. We are building from scratch a circular economy around batteries and raw materials
2. We are preserving the earth
3. EU is leading, you are part of it
4. Your contribution is key for "returning" the battery timely
5. The battery could have a % of recycled material as selling argument

20
18

1
1,2,3,15,16,18

t.b.d.
1
2
6

24
t.b.d.

1 Action (description)

2
Objectives (What for? )
Impact we want to achieve 

ESS
e-mobility
Industrial

Winners

Loosers

6 KPI to monitor progress

More costs

More 
benefits

8 Existing Best Practices

9
Interaction with citizen (to 
bring them on board since 

day 1)

10
Planning to implement the 

action (initial)

Feasibility (1-easy; 5-Difficult)

Who implements?

Recycling/2nd life

New player

Code
Recommendations it contributes to

Linked to actions #
Priority (1-Highest; 3 lowest)

Time to design (months)
Time to delivery (months)

Linked to actions #
Battery and cell manufacturing enabling subsequent recycling: Recycling and cell/pack  manufacturers interact to adapt (if business 
case flies) the assembly so separation for recycling is more optimal (thus at lesser cost and decreased cost for raw materials). 
Needs a LCA end to end analysis. Clearing house for addressing the “lead times”?
1. Increase the independence of the EU in Raw Materials supply
2. Lower the cost of recycled materials
3. Design, from scratch, a circular economy, as far as raw materials for batteries is concerned

Application

Raw materials
Active Materials

Modules/Pack/BMS

User

Adapt their processses from design to cost and manufacturability to design to cost, and 
manufacturability and de-assembly for recycling. 
Adapt their processses from design to cost and manufacturability to design to cost, and 
manufacturability and de-assembly for recycling.

1. Price of a recycled raw material (full LCA analysis) vs price in the commodity market.

A. EU: (1) Leadership in circular economy in a new industry (batteries), (2) increase independence as far as raw materials supply is 
concerned, (3) develop a recycling industry.
B. EU Consumer: (1) Decrease the volume of waste, (2) protect the environment, (3) decrease the volatility of battery prices

1. Mining companies (that normally want to sell mined raw materials)
2. Cell manufacturers (if they want to export outside EU) because their manufacturing processess will be slightly less competitive 
because the clearing house will not apply at ww level.

3

4

5

Interact with the cell and packs manufacturers so their assembly processess are geared to efficient 
separation of raw materials 
A clearing house at industry level is required to absorb the additional cost when manufacturing cells 
(the process needs to be adpated so instead of design to cost and manufacturability, the cell and 
pack manufacturers design to cost, manufacturability and de-assembly -for recycling-). This extra 
cost will be lower cost for the recycling players, but only 6-7 years downstream until the stock of 
batteries has build sufficient volume; so this lead time needs to be cattered for through a clearing 
house

Impact in the value chain
(if blank then none)

EU-Brussels

Member States

Business

1. Front load the Clearing House, as a financing (not granting):  The extra costs incurred by the cell 
and pack manufacturers need to be compensated, on the year of production, for being returned 6-7 
years down the road through the savings in recycling, and independence of supply.

1. Cell manufacturers, Pack Manufacturers and Recycling actors to define the rules of the game of 
the clearing house.
2. Interaction between the three players for adapting their processess for enabling this circular 
economy.

Cell Manufacturing

1. Design: 6 months, 250K€
2. Implementation: To be developped after presentation to VP (depending on priorities)

Cost Benefit Analysis 
(Initial)

7

1. Manufacturing processess for cells and packs/modules upgraded for enabling more efficient recycling.
2. Cost of the clearing house (financing)

1. Lower dependance from commodity markets
2. Lower TCO in raw materials for batteries
3. Lower cost in recycling

None I am aware of for so long lead times
1. We are building from scratch a circular economy around batteries and raw materials
2. We are preserving the earth
3. EU is leading, you are part of it
4. Your contribution is key for "returning" the battery timely
5. The battery could have a % of recycled material as selling argument

1
1,2,3,15,16,18

t.b.d.
1
2
6
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t.b.d.

1 Action (description)

2
Objectives (What for? )
Impact we want to achieve 

ESS
e-mobility
Industrial

Winners

Loosers

6 KPI to monitor progress

More costs

More 
benefits

8 Existing Best Practices

9
Interaction with citizen (to 
bring them on board since 

day 1)

10
Planning to implement the 

action (initial)

Feasibility (1-easy; 5-Difficult)

Who implements?

Recycling/2nd life

New player

Code
Recommendations it contributes to

Linked to actions #
Priority (1-Highest; 3 lowest)

Time to design (months)
Time to delivery (months)

Linked to actions #
Battery and cell manufacturing enabling subsequent recycling: Recycling and cell/pack  manufacturers interact to adapt (if business 
case flies) the assembly so separation for recycling is more optimal (thus at lesser cost and decreased cost for raw materials). 
Needs a LCA end to end analysis. Clearing house for addressing the “lead times”?
1. Increase the independence of the EU in Raw Materials supply
2. Lower the cost of recycled materials
3. Design, from scratch, a circular economy, as far as raw materials for batteries is concerned

Application

Raw materials
Active Materials

Modules/Pack/BMS

User

Adapt their processses from design to cost and manufacturability to design to cost, and 
manufacturability and de-assembly for recycling. 
Adapt their processses from design to cost and manufacturability to design to cost, and 
manufacturability and de-assembly for recycling.

1. Price of a recycled raw material (full LCA analysis) vs price in the commodity market.

A. EU: (1) Leadership in circular economy in a new industry (batteries), (2) increase independence as far as raw materials supply is 
concerned, (3) develop a recycling industry.
B. EU Consumer: (1) Decrease the volume of waste, (2) protect the environment, (3) decrease the volatility of battery prices

1. Mining companies (that normally want to sell mined raw materials)
2. Cell manufacturers (if they want to export outside EU) because their manufacturing processess will be slightly less competitive 
because the clearing house will not apply at ww level.

3

4

5

Interact with the cell and packs manufacturers so their assembly processess are geared to efficient 
separation of raw materials 
A clearing house at industry level is required to absorb the additional cost when manufacturing cells 
(the process needs to be adpated so instead of design to cost and manufacturability, the cell and 
pack manufacturers design to cost, manufacturability and de-assembly -for recycling-). This extra 
cost will be lower cost for the recycling players, but only 6-7 years downstream until the stock of 
batteries has build sufficient volume; so this lead time needs to be cattered for through a clearing 
house

Impact in the value chain
(if blank then none)

EU-Brussels

Member States

Business

1. Front load the Clearing House, as a financing (not granting):  The extra costs incurred by the cell 
and pack manufacturers need to be compensated, on the year of production, for being returned 6-7 
years down the road through the savings in recycling, and independence of supply.

1. Cell manufacturers, Pack Manufacturers and Recycling actors to define the rules of the game of 
the clearing house.
2. Interaction between the three players for adapting their processess for enabling this circular 
economy.

Cell Manufacturing

1. Design: 6 months, 250K€
2. Implementation: To be developped after presentation to VP (depending on priorities)

Cost Benefit Analysis 
(Initial)

7

1. Manufacturing processess for cells and packs/modules upgraded for enabling more efficient recycling.
2. Cost of the clearing house (financing)

1. Lower dependance from commodity markets
2. Lower TCO in raw materials for batteries
3. Lower cost in recycling

None I am aware of for so long lead times
1. We are building from scratch a circular economy around batteries and raw materials
2. We are preserving the earth
3. EU is leading, you are part of it
4. Your contribution is key for "returning" the battery timely
5. The battery could have a % of recycled material as selling argument

20 actionable actions

Objective Recommendations Actions
Priority (1 

highest-3 lowest)

1a. Apply diplomacy, strategic investments and stretch trade agreements (e.g. Canada, 
Republic of Congo) to secure access to raw materials

1

1b. Implement same compliance rules to foreign battery products imported to Europe 
as applied to European products 

1

2a. Build European alliances between industries from different parts of the value chain 
and politics to boost mining and intermediate product production in EU

1

2b. Map geological and urban sources, and potential scenarios considering conflicting 
interests – and possible actions to take from a European and National perspectives

2

2c. Define and implement a simplified application process for opening of new mines 2

3a. Define and implement regulation and demonstration projects for recycling and 
second life of batteries.

1

3b. Improve regulation and align with strategic objectives: Battery Directive, Energy 
Union, REACH, Critical Raw Materials, Mobility Package, Permitting, Transport 
Regulations

1

4a. Develop a standardised EU life cycle assessment scheme, with targets of carbon 
footprint including  guidlines for the calculation thereof

1

4b. Define and implement certification/labelling of batteries made in Europe. Use the 
declaration as a tool in trade agreements / tax treatment with non-EU battery providers

1

4c. Reduce carbon footprint of advanced battery materials making and cell 
manufacturing by securing access to renewable Energy

1

4d. Develop a standardised life cycle assessment for all transport technologies 2

5a. Invest in R&D and pilot plants to take the technology lead in primary and secondary 
raw materials processing

1

5b. Establish a clearing house for battery recycling 2

5c. Strengthen all currently existing battery collection systems 2

6a. Define cell manufacturing as a strategic industry for the hight-tech area Europe. 1

6b. Suggest tax incentives can help establish cell manufacturing in Europe 2

6c. Generate and secure European IP 1

7a. Investigate and implement direct funding possibilities for cell manufacturers 1

7b. Define and implement criteria for IPCEI projects for cell manufacturing. 1

7c. Secure access to funding bridges to start production to convince first customers 1

7d. Strengthen competiveness by stronger up- and downstream integration of cell 
manufacturers 

2

8a. Standardize and simplify approval procedures (“Fast track”)  and permitting 
(environmental, manufacturing, construction) process

1

8b. Investigate and implement investment risk sharing between companies along the 
value chain, EU and member states to support new cell manufacturing

1

9a. Set clear targets for charging infrastructure for homes as well as along freeways. 
Provide incentives for building charging infrastructure

1

9b. Define and implement a consistent incentivizing framework for the uptake of the EV 
market (ambitious CO2 standards including "yellow machines", promotion schemes for 
ZEV sales, public procurement targets for clean vehicles, tax and “soft” incentives such 
as use of public lanes and free parking)

1

9f. Implement favourable tax incentives for e-taxi operators e.g. special VAT schemes 3

10a. Develop a power market design that enables the integration of ESS (including EV 
batteries through vehicle to grid) allowing ESS and EV batteries to support the power 
system management with high penetration of EV charging. Battery based actors/systems 
shall be able to participate in all parts of the power market and network tariff shall not 
penalize storage while driving electrification (capacity based + Time-of-use, with no 
generation charges)

1

10b. Establish a transparent data hub for use data for e-vehicles (similar to  best practice 
data for hub metering data of electricity customer)

2

11. Incentivize storage as alternative to conventional grid reinforcement. 11a. Integrate battery storage options and V2G in grid planning and resource planning 
(addressing security of supply) 

1

12. Enable integration of ESS on all levels of the power system including behind the 
meter

12a.  Develop a standardized interoperability interfaces allowing seamless secure 
integration of battery management systems of ESS and EVs and bi-directional 
communication with aggregation platforms or Energy markets. Evolution of digitalized  
innovative energy services shall be enabled.

1

13a. Define how to reach TRL 7 in 2023 on Generation 3b (advanced lithium-ion 
technologies with liquid electrolyte) for e-mobility

2

13b. Define how to reach TRL 7  on Generation 4 (all-solid-state lithium-ion 
technologies, e.g., with polymer or ceramic electrolyte) for e-mobility in 2023 by 
concentrating R&I efforts on this strategic topic

1

14a. Create stronger focus and more prescriptive R&I calls, co-defined with Industry and 
sustained over longer periods

1

14b. Establish a technology board within the EU Battery Alliance, with the mandate to 
update the roadmaps and the R&I orientations, and manage the project portfolio (R&I 
project portfolio management)

1

15a. Actively identify and utilize synergy effect between large scale cell production and 
educational system to secure workforce competence transition

2

15b. Establish a European open access pilot line network to gain manufaturing 
experience

1

15c. Create a link between the educational network (Master programs in Universities) 
and the European pilot line network, in order to train the students on battery 
manufacturing

2

15d. Build new degree courses in consultation between universities and industries 2

15e. Dedicate national and ESF (European Social fund) funds for training professionals to 
new technologies systems and applications

2

16. Make Europe attractive for world class experts and create competent workforce.   16a. Define instruments to attract global key talents. 2

17a. Involve Industry + Citizens + Policy makers on Use patterns/Re-use & Sustainability 2

17b. Highlight importance of batteries as a means to meet decarbonization goals in 
power and transport.

2

17c. Safeguard non-discriminatory access for consumers to energy service providers 
including charging services 

2

18a. Develop and implement performance and safety assesment standards for batteries 1

18b. Harmonise charging protocols and billing systems in Europe 2

Secure access to sustainably produced 
battery raw materials at reasonable 

costs

1. Secure access to raw materials from resource rich countries outside the EU

3. Secure access to secondary raw materials through recycling in a Circular Economy of 
Batteries

Make Europe the global leader in 
sustainable battery technology 

4. Support the growth of a cell manufacturing industry that comes with the smallest 
environmental footprint possible. This will provide a key competitive and commercial 
edge versus competitors.

5. Create and sustain a cross-value chain ecosystem for batteries, incl. mining, 
processing, materials design, 2nd life, and recycling within the EU, encouraging cross-
sectoral initiatives between academia, research, industry, policy, and the financial 
community. 

Ensure maximum safety for European 
citizens and create competetive 

advantage through standardization. 

18. Standardize storage related installations including charging infrastructure, safety 
rules, active load compensation and enable vehicle to grid solutions

2. Facilitate the expansion/creation of European sources of raw materials

 Grow the European R&I capacity. 
Develop and strengthen skilled 

workforce in all parts of the value chain 
and make Europe attractive for world 

class experts. 

13. Create competitive advantage with constant incremental (e.g. Lithium ion) and 
disruptive (e.g. solid state) R&I connected to the industrial ecosystem in all the steps of 
the value chain (advanced materials, new chemistries, advanced manufacturing process, 
BMS, recycling, business model innovations).

14. Conduct advanced research in battery chemistry, battery systems, manufacturing, 
recycling and increase university output in these areas by involvement of industrial 
stakeholders.

15. Sufficient and key human capital skills are missing in Europe especially on applied 
process design. Lighthouse projects for cell manufacturing will attract worldwide talent.

Involve (= inform, educate & motivate) 
the EU citizens in the journey. 

17. At the end of the supply chain there is always a B2C transaction. Public efforts 
(education in schools, role modelling, …) should be spent on citizen  awareness of the 
whole valuechain, so there is a societal appropriation from the start. Fighting for 
keeping the supply chain in Europe will definitely help to bridge the gap citizen-politics.

Support European Battery 
manufacturing in order not to miss the 

hockey stick phenomenon in market 
demand (250B€/year in 2025)

6. Ensure the availability of high quality and high-performance cells for European 
industries to maintain the competitiveness of several European industries.

7. Front loading financially, e.g. IPCEI (important projects of common European interest) 
and/or other financial instruments such as tax incentives, the needed investments is a 
must for not missing the demand uptake.

8. Accelerate time to market to meet market demand and international competitors

Create and support new markets for 
batteries in order to support 

sustainable solutions for power, 
transportation and industry sectors in 
line with EU climate goals and winter 

package.  

9. Increase the demand for e-mobility solutions including "yellow machines"

10. The function of batteries and battery systems must be seen pluri-functional, in a 
context of both power and transportation sectors. For ESS, regulation (or absence of it) 
enabling of right business models is crucial.

2nd InnoEnergy 
EBA Workshop



www.innoenergy.comExamples of concrete actions along the Value Chain
Europe can capture a new market worth 250B€/year in 2025 …. 
…. if we act quickly …… with a value chain approach

Raw materials Active 
materials Modules/Pack Platforms/EV

ESS, industryCell

Cathode

Separator

Anode

Recycling
B2B B2C

Demo projects  
for recycling 
and 2nd life

De-risking measures for 
EU cells manufacturing

Define & implement a consistent 
incentivizing framework for 

uptake of the EV market

Reducing carbon 
footprint in 

manufacturing

EU Label  for 
batteries

Standardise and 
simplify approval 
procedures and 

permitting processes 
in the EU

EU/MS

Industry
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Action 9a and 9b: Targets for charging infrastructure and 
framework for the development of the EV market

Build the market by:

• Creating infrastructure that supports electrification. Make 
it easy to own an electric vehicle

• Incentivize the purchase of electric vehicles. Reduce the 
barriers to purchase an electric vehicle

• Make it more attractive to operate an electric vehicle by 
soft incentives.

EU Level: 
• Establish EU plan
• Use funding programs (CEF 

calls, REDI)
• Monitor and follow up (e.g. by 

EAFO, the European Alternative 
Fuels Observatory)

• Implement the SET Plan TWG 
“Fast Charging Flagship”

Member states: 
• Establish National plan 

transposing at least 
European obligations, 
and going beyond on a 
voluntary basis

• National funding plans
• Authorization process

Industry initiative
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EU Industry Days 23 February 2018

• Presentation of the EBA@250 industrial stream by Diego Pavia at the Clean Energy Industrial 
Forum in the panel lead by VP Šefčovič.

• Delivery of the finalized package (recommendations, actions and time-impact dashboard) to 
the European Commission by the beginning of March.
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Next steps of the EBA

• The finalized package (recommendations, actions and time-impact dashboard) 
was delivered to the European Commission by the beginning of March.

• The Commission is currently discussing the next implementation steps and 
formulating an official mandate for InnoEnergy. 

• A physical meeting with all stakeholders planned on April 25 where (1) we will be 
sharing the implementation ambitions and plans, and (2) we will already identify, 
elaborate, and eventually launch some of the actions and business opportunities 
identified.
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Supply chain dependence EU battery industry
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Source: Benchmark Minerals Intelligence

5 x times increase in production to 2020



www.innoenergy.com 26In Januari 2016, I met with Peter Carlsson

September 2016
the plan went public.                                                                                                        
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Northvolt 1 in Skellefteå

Challenge

 Lithium batteries are dominating the transportation sector and is becoming 
the main technology for energy. European supply of battery cells has to 
meet the need and be secured.

Solution

Europe’s first large-scale battery factory will produce competitive battery cells 
for electric cars, energy storage and other electrical powered products and 
applications.

Value Proposition

 High-quality & price competitiveness  through limited type of cells and large 
volumes

 Vertical integration
 Best in class sustainability

First large-scale battery factory in Europe 
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It is about more than a battery cell factory…
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It is about more than a battery cell factory…
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The EBA@250 continues with a new and extended mandate 
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Summary and Conclusions

• Batteries will change the power and transport sectors

• Tipping point in battery market around 2020

• EU can play a major role along the entire value chain

• EU Battery Alliance is a key initiative
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